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Introduction

Through the strategic plan *Tennessee Succeeds* and under the direction of Commissioner McQueen, Tennessee has set ambitious academic goals for students, aiming to change the long-term outcomes for students in postsecondary and career readiness and success. The strategic plan maintains an emphasis on rigorous standards, aligned assessments, and strong accountability. In conjunction with these areas of emphasis, the state identified five priority areas: early foundations and literacy, high school and bridge to postsecondary, all means all, educator support, and district empowerment. In putting these emphases and priority areas to practice, Tennessee is pursuing a diverse approach to personalized learning, recognizing that students empowered to drive their own learning improve their outcomes. The state believes with these areas of focus, Tennessee will meet its three overarching goals: (1) Tennessee will rank in the top half of states on NAEP by 2019; (2) the average ACT composite score will be a 21 by 2020; and (3) the majority of high school graduates from the class of 2020 will earn a postsecondary certificate, diploma, or degree.¹

Focused on empowering districts, the state launched a Personalized Learning Task Force to explore personalized learning strategies and to direct the state’s support efforts. The task force focused on four key cohesive strategies—blended learning, predictive analytics, micro-credentials, and competency-based education—and provided direction for state pilot initiatives in each. This report captures summaries of key topics and the feedback provided by the task force.

Personalized Learning Task Force

*Purpose*

The Personalized Learning Task Force was launched in December 2015 to explore local and national strategies, inform Tennessee pilot initiatives, and provide recommendations on the overall direction for the state to support personalized learning. The task force convened stakeholders from schools, districts, non-profit partners, institutions of higher education, and divisions within the department of education to provide diverse perspectives on the current landscape and future opportunities for personalized learning in Tennessee. The task force learned about existing efforts and provided constructive feedback on four key initiatives aligned to *Tennessee Succeeds*, each with a proposed pilot: blended learning, predictive analytics, micro-credentials, and competency-based education. Building on

¹ The *Tennessee Succeeds* strategic plan is available on the department’s website [here](#).
presentations from researchers and practitioners, the group also discussed opportunities to expand the reach and to deepen the impact of successful personalized learning strategies.

Through discussions and feedback, the task force was ultimately charged with two primary goals:

1. Develop a state definition of personalized learning
2. Develop recommendations for the state’s direction to support personalized learning

By engaging key stakeholders and focusing on district-led strategies, the department aims to ensure that its support captures the needs of Tennessee educators, creates a cohesive strategy across initiatives, and utilizes and expands on existing resources and successful strategies. The task force’s feedback is captured in this report, including summaries of each session, pilot initiatives, and overall recommendations.

Members

Recognizing the wide variety of stakeholders necessary to facilitate an effective shift to personalized learning, the task force represented diverse experiences and perspectives. Members contributed to robust discussions and ensured that strategies leveraged and connected resources from across the educational landscape in Tennessee. A full list of members is included below:²

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Member</th>
<th>Title/Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sam Brooks</td>
<td>Personal Learning Coordinator, Putnam County Schools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim Clemmons</td>
<td>Instructional Technology Supervisor, Wilson County Schools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brenda Dean</td>
<td>2020 Project Promise, Hamblen County Board of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Fischer</td>
<td>Senior Program Officer, Bill &amp; Melinda Gates Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chad Fletcher</td>
<td>Principal, Westwood Middle School, Manchester City Schools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keilani Goggin</td>
<td>Director, Tennessee State Teacher Fellows Program, Hope Street Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alfred Hall</td>
<td>Director, West Tennessee STEM Hub, University of Memphis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wes Hall</td>
<td>Director, Tennessee STEM Innovation Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gary Lilly</td>
<td>Director of Schools, Bristol City Schools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beverly Miller</td>
<td>Assistant Director of Schools/Chief Technology Officer, Greeneville City Schools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachael Milligan</td>
<td>Managing Director, Ayers Institute for Teacher Learning &amp; Innovation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nina Morel</td>
<td>Dean, College of Professional Studies, Lipscomb University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hope Nordstrom</td>
<td>Director of M.Ed/Ed.S. Programs, Lipscomb University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theresa Nixon</td>
<td>Director of Instructional Technology, Knox County Schools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sally Pardue</td>
<td>Director, Millard Oakley STEM Center, Tennessee Tech University</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

² Brief biographies of task force members are available in the Appendix.
The task force was facilitated by Dr. Kathleen Airhart, deputy commissioner and chief operations officer, and supported by various divisions within the department.

**Structure**

The task force met in Nashville for five sessions between December 2015 and September 2016, each hosted by various task force members’ organizations. The first session was dedicated to introductions and overviews, and the four remaining sessions each targeted one of the key initiative areas. The agendas were structured to provide context and specific strategies, overviews of potential pilot initiatives, and an opportunity for the department to gather feedback on these opportunities.

- **Context Setting:** Presentations on the existing landscape and strategies in Tennessee and nationally were provided by partner organizations, researchers, districts, and schools.
- **Pilot Initiatives:** The department provided overviews of pilot programs to identify the goals, scope, scaling strategy, and the projected sustainability planning and challenges of each.
- **Feedback:** The task force was hosted as open conversations throughout the presentations, with constructive feedback and considerations stemming from discussions, questions, and structured reflection opportunities to inform department activities.
The topics covered are provided below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Presentations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overview of Personalized</td>
<td>• Beginning to Define Personalized Learning in Tennessee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning</td>
<td>• National Conversation around Personalized Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Personalized Learning in Practice: Greeneville City Schools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Existing Landscape of Stakeholder Feedback from Tennessee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEM &amp; Blended Learning</td>
<td>• State STEM Strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Connecting Resources &amp; Strategies: The Tennessee STEM Innovation Network (TSIN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Innovation Hubs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Blended Learning Tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• <em>Pilot: Algebra I/Integrated Math I Blended Learning</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education Technology &amp;</td>
<td>• Educator Dashboards in Tennessee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predictive Analytics</td>
<td>• Tools from the Field: Data Analytics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Overview of Predictive Analytics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Data Security &amp; Student Privacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• <em>Pilot: Predictive Analytics</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro-Credentialing</td>
<td>• Setting the Context: Elements of Micro-Credentials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Review of the National Context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Partnership Panel: Evolving Professional Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• <em>Pilot: Micro-Credentials in Tennessee</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competency-Based Education</td>
<td>• Overview of Competency-Based Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Competency-Based Education in Practice: STEM School Chattanooga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Site Visit Reflections: Vermont</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• <em>Pilot: Competency-Based Education School Sites</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The sections below provide a brief summary of the presentations, pilot initiatives, and feedback for each session. Reflections from the task force evolved throughout the course of the sessions and are embedded in both the summaries and feedback points in each section below.
Session 1: Overview of Personalized Learning

The task force’s opening session focused on two main objectives—providing context on personalized learning and surfacing existing feedback from educators. Building on the unique strategies employed by the organizations represented on the task force, the first topic highlighted working definitions of personalized learning, the national conversation around the topic, and a member district that is currently pioneering significant personalized strategies. The second topic shifted to survey and focus group results to provide an analysis of district and educator perceptions on technology and personalized learning. Overall, task force members recognized vast opportunities within personalized learning, as well as the need to link those opportunities into state specific cohesive strategies to tailor the learning experience and build Tennessee educator investment.

What is Personalized Learning & What Does It Look Like?

Exploring definitions and strategies of personalized learning highlighted a central focus on student-centered learning while also exposing how varied and numerous the approaches may be. The U.S. Department of Education defines personalized learning as follows:

“Personalized Learning refers to instruction in which the pace of learning and the instructional approach are optimized for the needs of each learner. Learning objectives, instructional approaches, and instructional content (and its sequencing) all may vary based on learning needs. In addition, learning activities are meaningful and relevant to learners, driven by their interests, and often self-initiated.”

A successful personalized learning model relies on the seamless integration of individualization, differentiation, and student interests. While each of these elements is often used independently, building a cohesive strategy involving all three creates a learning experience in which each step of the learning cycle is tailored to the student. For educators and systems to achieve this encompassing goal, often many strategies and tools must be employed simultaneously, and structures must be in place to support educators in leveraging these resources efficiently.

---


The spectrum of strategies used to promote personalized learning proves as diverse as the educators and systems implementing them. Task force members shared the unique activities used in Tennessee districts and organizations, ranging from digital conversion initiatives to integrating online and blended learning opportunities to rethinking professional development. Across all these examples, the strategies emphasized a focus on educator support and development as much as the technology or tools available to the classroom. Nationally, common personalized learning initiatives mirror and expand on the Tennessee examples to include blended learning, predictive analytics, micro-credentials, and competency-based education. While some schools, districts, and states have emerged as pioneers in these areas, much of the implementation of this work is still in its exploratory phase, being honed through experience and best practice sharing.

Despite being an evolving and relatively new educational concept, personalized learning in action has demonstrated successful outcomes. In a study conducted by the RAND Corporation, a set of 23 schools implementing personalized learning for at least two years experienced improved student achievement outcomes. The elementary and middle schools improved from 14 percentile points below the national average to 4.5 points above it in mathematics and moved from an average of 13 percentile points below the national average to meeting the national average in reading. Furthermore, the study found that initially lower-achieving students demonstrated stronger relative growth than their peers under these models. Other studies have also signaled achievement gains and improvements in student engagement under these models. Personalized learning, at its foundation, and these outcomes resonate with educators as great teaching that provides students with pathways to success.

Ultimately, defining personalized learning and its strategies is still an open-ended opportunity. Common themes emerge from state and national conversations, including driving toward student-centered learning experiences, leveraging technology and flexibility in how students learn and demonstrate mastery, and emphasizing the real world applicability of student learning and interests. The diversity of implementation, however, may make it difficult for educators to know where to begin. Building on these common themes while tailoring strategies to unique contexts, goals, and resources will prove an essential process for the development of successful personalized learning models in Tennessee.

**District & Educator Initial Feedback**

Many Tennessee educators and districts have the building blocks for a successful personalized learning strategy, but they also need support in linking those elements to be successful. Through two studies—the Appalachia Regional Comprehensive Center’s (ARCC) policy review and focus groups and the department’s district survey—Tennesseans provided initial insights into the current awareness, implementation, and support needs for personalized learning. The ARCC studies highlighted a high demand for certain types of tools (e.g., virtual learning opportunities) but also a need for more training on how to leverage these tools into comprehensive strategies. Educators flagged concerns on needing professional development to successfully utilize new devices and resources, as well as how to better use existing tools. At the district level, the survey surfaced similar challenges. For example, more than 75 percent of districts reported providing support for digital instructional tools in the form of infrastructure and professional development; however, while access to these resources is high, districts also reported challenges in seamlessly integrating them into instruction and learning opportunities for students. Additionally, districts expressed concern about the major hurdle of developing an efficient process for vetting new and expanding digital content and tools. Overall, educators and districts possess many of the tools and interests to shift to personalized learning but would benefit from having access to comprehensive strategies and supports from the state to achieve the goal of integrating these resources.

**Feedback & Key Points**

- With the diversity of strategies, defining personalized learning may limit educators, schools, and districts in their exploration and implementation. Instead, describing key traits of personalized learning offers more opportunity for grassroots determinations.
- Educators largely support the idea of personalized learning, but the range of options makes it difficult for districts to determine where to start. Building on existing strategies and linking with statewide pilots provides a foundation for interested stakeholders.
- Personalized learning cannot simply mean technology; it requires a holistic strategy and support structure for both students and educators.
- Many districts are not starting from scratch, but support is needed in developing integrated strategies that draw on existing resources cohesively.

---


Personalized learning is not one set strategy, but rather an opportunity to pull multiple strategies together to cohesively impact a student's learning trajectory.

Session 2: STEM & Blended Learning

Since Tennessee's Race to the Top grant, the state and districts have invested heavily in innovative strategies in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) education and in creating meaningful links to careers and real-world applications. Embedded in many of these strategies is a focus on student interests being brought into the learning experience, a foundational element of personalized learning. This session explored the state's STEM strategy, resources, and opportunities, including existing blended learning tools and the state's first pilot for a blended learning model.

State STEM Strategy

Under the direction of the STEM Leadership Council, the department has developed a STEM Strategic Plan to address the full integration of STEM education in K–12 learning. The plan targets four priority areas to drive the integrative work of state math and science standards with broader STEM-related focuses. These four priority areas are curriculum and instruction, student achievement, educator professional development, and community and postsecondary partnerships. By aligning state math and science standards with STEM practices, the state aims to increase student achievement in STEM learning, expand student access to effective STEM educators, and build broad-based community awareness for STEM professions. Collectively, these priority areas and underlying strategies focus on closing the academic and economic STEM gaps that currently exist in Tennessee.

Inherent in the state's plan is a central focus on connecting instruction to future opportunities, in large part by leveraging partnerships to broaden student exposure to STEM fields. By offering students a view of future potential applicability, STEM education becomes more meaningful and engaging in the classroom. These practices foster personalized learning by deepening the learning experience with links to student interest and promoting real-world application.

Networking Successful Strategies

In exploring the landscape of STEM in Tennessee, one of the state's key partners and support structures is the Tennessee STEM Innovation Network (TSIN). Launched under Race to the Top, the TSIN seeks to promote and expand the teaching and learning of STEM across the state by leveraging a network of regional innovation hubs, platform schools of exemplar models, and professional development and tools for STEM educators and leaders. The seven regional hubs are partnerships
among institutions of higher education, local school districts, and business partners to develop cohesive supports and opportunities for STEM education. By offering districts access to the collective resources of the partnerships in their area, the hubs are able to provide schools and districts with unique supports as they develop and implement tailored STEM strategies. The TSIN also leverages platform schools as incubators to surface innovative and effective strategies from the classroom level to share with broader audiences through educator and leader workshops and conferences. Connecting educators and businesses across the state, the TSIN and hubs have provided professional development to over 4,000 educators and represent over 200 business partners. Tennessee's access to this network allows for the dissemination of successful strategies and resources to educators across the state.

**Blended Learning Tools**

By integrating both classroom and online learning, blended learning models create the opportunity to provide tailored instruction at multiple levels, shifting the time, place, and pace of learning to fit student needs. As with personalized learning strategies, multiple models and systems exist for implementing blended learning. While many schools and districts have launched unique initiatives, educators across Tennessee have free access to online resources to use in blended learning settings. For example, the LearningBlade system provides a supplemental middle school STEM curriculum that engages students in online activities to solve real world STEM challenges, drawing on skills from all core content areas. EverFi also provides free statewide access to multiple courses in critical life skills, including financial literacy modules aligned to state standards. With these resources, educators may integrate high-quality content that meets students where they are, offering enhancement, remediation, or alternative core instruction as needed. Blended learning maximizes educators' abilities to differentiate instruction and to allow students to drive and tailor their own learning.

---

**Pilot Initiative: Algebra I/Integrated Math I Blended Learning**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Overview</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Launched for the 2016–17 school year, the Algebra I/Integrated Math I blended learning pilot marks the department's first pilot initiative toward personalized learning. The guiding principle of this effort builds on evidence that technology can support teachers in delivering tailored instruction by helping them leverage data and quickly diagnose student needs. Moreover, recognizing that all students learn and think differently, blended learning provides an avenue to support personalization by combining technology with strong human teaching strategies. The goals for the pilot are to assess whether or not a blended learning environment helps move students towards proficiency in Algebra I and Integrated Math I;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

8 More information on the LearningBlade product is available on the company's website here.
9 More information on EverFi’s offerings in Tennessee is available on the company’s website here.
2) supports teacher instructional practices; and
3) increases student buy-in and ownership of their learning process.

**Scope of Activities**

Through an initial cohort of 50 teachers, approximately 5,000 students will learn Algebra I or Integrated Math I in a blended learning environment during the 2016–17 school year. Participation spans Tennessee, with 37 high schools and middle schools across 21 districts represented. Experience was not a factor in selection, as nearly two-thirds of the cohort are implementing blended learning for the first time. To assist in the transition, teachers received access to and training on how to use the following:

- Canvas, a learning management system that supports learning, collaboration, assessments, grading, messaging, and analytics;
- Tennessee-aligned Algebra I/Integrated Math I content provided by NROC, a community-guided non-profit focused on college and career readiness; and
- ongoing professional development provided by BetterLesson, an organization specializing in content-specific blended learning support.

Additionally, the department will provide ongoing support to teachers and administrators through webinars and regular virtual office hours.

**Scaling and Sustainability**

Throughout its first year, the department will evaluate the pilot for effectiveness of practice and potential for scale. Applying a mixed-methods approach consisting of data collection, observation, and tracking teacher and student improvement in select areas will allow the state to assess whether or not a blended learning environment meets the goals stated above. This evaluation will also surface successful implementation strategies to guide how the department encourages additional schools to adopt the model in the future.

For the 2017–18 school year, the department will recruit a second cohort of 50 teachers, scaling the pilot to 100 participants and increasing the number of students served to approximately 10,000 annually. The summer 2017 training will introduce the new cohort to pilot resources and blended learning strategies, while also supporting the original cohort towards engaging more deeply in blended learning.

**Challenges Going Forward**

As the pilot expands, the department is prioritizing building district capacity to support blended learning. First, the state must engage with administrators at pilot schools to ensure that they can make informed decisions regarding their technology infrastructure and professional development strategy. Second, a new model for providing initial training must be adopted. The state will consider a “train the trainer” model for cohorts attending their second summer professional development in future years to leverage existing experience. Finally, the state and districts will face a financial hurdle in funding full scale implementation and access with over 70,000 students taking Algebra I/Integrated Math I annually.
**Feedback & Key Points**

- Tennessee already possesses a strong network and multiple strategies to support STEM and blended learning models; however, many districts and educators are unaware of those offerings. The state must leverage networks to improve communication of existing resources and to promote successful strategies.
- Given existing resources, STEM courses offer an easier starting point for blended learning initiatives.
- Blended learning models should not be relegated to remediation or enhancement. If the tools cover the content effectively, they could be used in any setting.

**Session 3: Education Technology & Predictive Analytics**

Personalized learning strategies often leverage technology to increase the efficiency of the learning cycle. Innovative solutions have the potential to provide for data-driven teams to capitalize on using efficient analytics of existing data. A shift toward prediction and prescription utilizing machine-generated suggestions to improve students' learning trajectories is possible through predictive analytics. Current initiatives to embed this capacity into classrooms focus on making educators' interactions with data more streamlined and tailored to their instructional and management needs. Looking ahead, Tennessee is exploring how to convert predictive analytics and machine-learning technologies that help big businesses improve their functions to the education sector, using data to determine successful instructional strategies and content. To implement successful personalized learning models, educators must know their students' needs and be able to identify the right combination of instruction and paths to meet those needs. Educational technology can provide the tools to help educators understand those learning pathways more efficiently and effectively.

**Improving Access and Efficiency of Data**

Educators often face the challenges of data being stored in multiple systems and in cumbersome formats, requiring significant time and effort to collect and analyze basic data points on their students. To alleviate some of these issues, Tennessee launched ImpactTN (data dashboards) to provide educators with simplified access to student data and analytics. ImpactTN, tailored to meet the needs of teachers, leaders, and district staff, synthesizes data from multiple sources, including local student information systems and state assessment files, to give educators a clear, single view. Data points, which are updated daily, include grades, attendance, assessments, contact information, discipline,
special designations, and transcripts among others. The data is surfaced through analytic tools which allow educators to quickly see trends for individual students and classes. These views provide educators with information to regularly inform instruction and to promote data-driven conversations. As with all data systems, ImpactTN relies on a data-driven culture in the classroom and school. The dashboards aim to address the initial hurdles of improving the use of data by targeting access and ease of use.

**Predictive Analytics & Machine-Learning**

Most current educational technology-driven systems focus on existing data, but new attention is being given to predictive analytics as a tool to identify student trajectories and to propose intervention points. Predictive analytics use historical data trends to develop insights into learning patterns and streamline data-informed decisions. The models rely on having robust and regularly updated data on student profiles, performance, and instructional strategies. By pulling this data into statistical algorithms, predictive analytics identify what factors contribute most significantly to student outcomes, based on known information. Armed with these conclusions, educators can better target intervention strategies to meet student needs.

Understanding patterns and trajectories is also an essential tool for the business sector, used by companies to improve their bottom lines. An additional layer on top of predictive analytics is the science of machine-learning. Machine-learning uses ongoing data inputs to fine-tune predictions and recommendations. While great educators naturally do this refinement over time, having an automated system built on more robust data offers educators an advanced starting point in making differentiated instructional decisions.

While these technologies are used regularly across the business sector to automate many operational decisions and to inform larger scale strategies, they have not yet been successfully utilized broadly in education. Tennessee is interested in using these same concepts and solutions to benefit personalization for educators and students.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Overview</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Pilot Initiative: Predictive Analytics</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Overview</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlike the other pilot initiatives, the predictive analytics project is a technology development effort that seeks to leverage existing data, improved analytics, and digital content in innovative ways to personalize learning and improve academic outcomes. Incorporating the predictive analytics and machine-learning capacity learned from the business sector, this project aims to provide “personalized content channels” that provide recommendations to educators for specific strategies and content to both support educators and reflect student needs and interests.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Framing the Technology

Breaking down the instructional process offers insights into how predictive analytics may be used to improve efficiency. The Algebra I/Integrated Math I blended learning pilot provides a good example of the steps required to effectively personalize instruction through the use of targeted digital content. The basic steps include the following:

- Through a combination of feedback mechanisms and data over time, broad areas of need are identified. In this case, Algebra I/Integrated Math I surfaced as an essential need area to ensure stronger academic success.
- Once the area of need is identified, digital content that closely aligns to Tennessee standards is located and tagged with appropriate criteria to allow the content to be searched and matched to student needs. In addition to identifying content, an assessment screener is developed that helps an educator identify the concepts and learning objectives for which each student requires additional support.
- Finally, from the results of the screener, the educator can search for content that matches the needs of each student and assign the supplemental content to the student through a learning management system (LMS).

The Algebra I pilot has been incredibly beneficial in embracing the role of digital content, advancing the adoption and understanding of the use of learning management systems to support instruction delivery, and in recognizing the value of delivering personalized support for each student. The experience also signals the considerable effort required of educators to build a supplemental learning program by hand. It takes time to collect enough feedback to identify areas of overall need, and the locating and tagging suitable digital content is labor intensive. The administration and the manual review of screener results requires significant time and effort, and searching for and assigning digital materials can be overwhelming with so many options. Furthermore, the need exists to duplicate the process each time a new cycle of instruction and reflection is initiated.

Predictive analytics, powered by advanced concepts such as machine-learning, have now reached a level of sophistication where it is possible to automate this process. This project aims to leverage advanced analytics algorithms prepared by some of the leading data scientists in the country to provide early insights into students; these insights are continuously being refined and improved. These insights have the potential to understand learning gaps for each student and to identify the best content to support individual learning styles and preferences. This technology solution will be able to review student information in real-time and suggest content for each student that both meets the student’s competency needs and aligns with each student’s preferred learning modality. By applying advanced machine-learning concepts, these recommendations for the match of content to student needs will be constantly reviewed over time, improving accuracy as more information becomes available.
Content
Ultimately, the quality and appropriateness of the digital content assigned and the educator delivery will determine the success. While dozens of repositories of high quality digital content exist nationally, the challenge for educators is searching for that content across many sources and matching it to relevant state standards. The predictive analytics system solves this through a concept called a “search broker.” A search broker has the ability to search across all repositories from a single interface. Advanced crowd sourcing algorithms progressively align this content to state standards, as educators tag sources for given learning objectives. This process builds on an effort by the U.S. Department of Education called #GoOpen that promotes open source content for educators, aligned to state standards. Predictive analytics systems can inform use of existing digital content to personalize learning to meet the needs of their students.

Impact
The predictive analytics solution, while a complex technology, provides an automated process to develop instructional recommendations. The system matches individual student needs with the optimal learning opportunities. Those opportunities are surfaced as recommendations through a personal learning channel to the teacher. The teacher, however, remains ultimately responsible to approve content and facilitate instruction. The system continues to improve its recommendations over time as it learns of demonstrated successes in improving student outcomes.

The following illustration depicts the conceptual model described in this document:
Feedback & Key Points

- Educators are interested in strategies that save time and effort, but education technology has two major pre-requisites to meet that goal:
  - Educators must possess the skills or the support to obtain them to leverage technology.
  - Technology solutions must be integrated with one another so as not to feel like an additional system to learn to use.
- Identifying high-quality digital content is a significant challenge for educators and leaders. Districts similarly lack efficient processes to support the vetting of content as well.
- The best data systems and dashboards still require a strong, data-driven culture to exist in the classroom, school, and district. Educators need ongoing professional development in this area as access to data and analytics improves.
- State and local systems must maintain a central focus on data security and privacy. Stakeholders want data-informed instructional decisions, but they also want to know their information is protected.

Session 4: Micro-Credentials

As with any strong instructional strategy, personalized learning applies as much to the professional development of educators as it does to the academics of students. Micro-credentials, online modules designed to develop and to assess specific skills, offer educators the ability to pursue their own learning based on their needs and interests while emphasizing evidence of improved outcomes. After exploring the need and opportunity for micro-credentials to redesign professional learning, this session collected insights from a panel of partner organizations on redesign efforts and mapped out Tennessee’s plan for leveraging micro-credentials to create a personalized professional learning system to inform additional pathways for licensure advancement and renewal.

The Need and the Opportunity

While the importance of professional learning and continuous improvement are widely acknowledged, the current landscape of professional development reflects a disconnect between what districts and teachers believe should be emphasized in professional development. A survey of teachers and district leaders shows that the three areas of professional development most emphasized by districts—lesson observation, coaching, and professional learning communities—garner reviews ranging from neutral to
outright dissatisfaction. This mirrors findings in other surveys, which show that teachers are generally more satisfied with informal professional development opportunities than in-service activities. In Tennessee, 72 percent of educators reported that using their own professional judgment in considering strategies to grow and improve was very important, and 55 percent noted that collaboration with other educators was essential to successful growth. Despite these findings, professional development is often prescribed without connecting to educator needs and disconnected from the peer learning.

Micro-credentials offer an opportunity to help bridge this disconnect. Micro-credentials are a way for educators to demonstrate professional competencies and provide evidence of outcomes from professional learning. Educators have control over how the learning occurs and can choose topics that are most relevant to them at the time. The strengths of micro-credentials lie in the flexibility, voice and choice, and relevance that they offer educators. These strengths encourage educators to drive toward competency of skills, leveraging additional resources, and peer experience to achieve those goals.

**Efforts to Transform Professional Development**

To inform the shift to micro-credentials, the state looked to partner organizations to highlight their experiences in incorporating this new model and other redesign efforts to improve professional development. Partner organizations including districts, higher education institutions, and national organizations contributed to a panel discussion that surfaced core themes of effective professional development. A few key themes from the conversation include:

- **Educator Voice**: Across organizations and initiatives, the panel consistently emphasized the importance of providing educators more voice and agency in developing their own professional learning. Educators will be empowered to lead their own learning when they can select relevant topics and pursue them in flexible settings.
- **Coherency**: Often, professional development is a generic presentation assigned on a rotating schedule throughout the year. For educators to be invested, professional learning must be coherent in two significant areas. First, the learning experience must be linked to the educator’s areas for improvement or interests, making explicit a clear purpose to the learning. Second, the

Professional development must translate into actionable steps in the classroom and be supported through implementation and refinement.

- **Assessment**: Professional development must be followed by an objective, robust review of practice. Educators expect instruction to lead to improvements for their students, and when it does not, additional support is provided. Educator professional learning must operate in the same way with clear expectations of mastery and ongoing support to improve as needed.

As micro-credentials address these and other issues, a new model of professional learning also requires a culture shift. Micro-credentials more closely align to coaching models than to the current, one-size-fits-all approach to professional development, and they rely on partnerships between educators putting skills to practice and administrators supporting them in doing so. Achieving this goal moves the prevailing dynamic around professional development away from required credits and toward meaningful skill development.

---

**Pilot Initiative: Micro-Credentials**

**Overview**

The state’s strategic plan, *Tennessee Succeeds*, identifies educator support as one of five priority areas to help the state reach its major education goals by 2020. The plan, in specifically aiming to support “the preparation and development of an exceptional educator workforce,” sets the stage for the exploration of micro-credentials as a form of personalized professional learning. The department of education is conducting the Tennessee micro-credential pilot to gather feedback and explore avenues to more personalized learning for educators across the state.

The goal of the pilot is to directly impact up to 100 teachers, sixty of whom will meet face-to-face and serve as a focus group. An additional forty teachers will participate virtually by earning micro-credentials independently and providing feedback on the experience. Among teachers in the focus group, approximately 30 (with four to nine years of teaching experience) will act as mentor teachers to 30 beginning teachers (with one to three years of teaching experience). Teachers in the pilot will earn up to three micro-credentials from a curated set focused around the TEAM rubric indicators of questioning, thinking, and problem solving. These areas were chosen after statewide evaluation data identified them among the most common areas needing refinement and growth for teachers along the TEAM rubric.

The pilot seeks to capture teacher perceptions around micro-credentials as a form of personalized learning, including details around the general quality, rigor, and relevance of the credentials. It also aims to collect teacher input on the process required to earn the micro-credential. This input will address questions about isolation and collaboration, helpfulness of associated resources, and cost benefit analysis regarding time required to earn the credential. The department will use findings from the pilot to help inform a possible pathway.
to license renewal and advancement by allowing micro-credentials to count toward professional development points in subsequent years.

The pilot will run from October 2016 to June 2017, in partnership with three organizations, the Center for Teaching Quality, Digital Promise, and Bloomboard. These partners will provide the platform, initial content and scoring, and support for the pilot. The focus group will gather in Nashville three times during the year to connect and reflect, provide feedback, gain support, share insights, and express concerns as they work to earn three of 15 possible micro-credentials.

**Scope of the Pilot**

The department sought recommendations for the pilot from education leaders throughout the state. From those recommendations, 30 educators with four to nine years teaching experience were chosen to represent schools and districts from each of the eight CORE regions. These teachers have shown characteristics of leadership, willingness to learn, and working well with members of their school communities. Invited teachers were asked to choose a beginning teacher with one to three years teaching experience to partner with throughout the pilot. Together, these 60 teachers will comprise our focus group for the pilot. Each member will work to earn three micro-credentials while providing valuable feedback that will inform the department’s decision-making process regarding micro-credentials and personalized learning.

**Scaling**

During year two of the pilot, the department plans to reach up to 5,000 educators with micro-credentials and to develop policies to use micro-credentials as a tool for licensure advancement. As with the first year, BloomBoard will continue to provide the platform through which teachers will access and engage with the micro-credentials. In year three, the state hopes to expand the pilot more broadly as a resource to all educators and to develop micro-credentials around Tennessee content standards and other state specific needs.

**Sustainability**

Sustaining a program for micro-credentials will require a solid plan around two major elements: (1) a system for assessing evidence and (2) a way to monetarily maintain the technological platform. A potential solution to develop a system for assessing evidence is to provide professional development points for each micro-credential that a qualified teacher reviews and assesses for peers, in addition to any professional development points that teacher might earn for completing the course. The question of monetary support required to sustain the digital platform may be answered by a system which allows each district to determine how to contribute for each micro-credential earned. The department will utilize the information gained during year one and two of the pilot to inform decision-making for subsequent years.
Feedback & Key Points

- Micro-credentials offer an alternative to traditional professional development that can better scaffold and target educator learning.
- Districts should network with one another in developing identification strategies to best link educator needs with the right micro-credential offerings.
- The state and districts should partner with institutions of higher education and educator preparation programs to develop high-quality micro-credential content and assessments of evidence.
- The paradigm shift in professional development requires thoughtful, strategic communication with teachers and leaders to ensure investment and strong implementation.

Session 5: Competency-Based Education

Personalized learning recognizes that students excel when they are empowered to take ownership of their learning, integrating their own interests and progressing at the right pace. Competency-based education creates these pathways for students by focusing on demonstrating mastery through application and allowing students to advance through curricula and grades as mastery is achieved. With options in the scale of implementation, these models open flexibilities in classrooms and policies for students to drive how they engage with their learning experience. This session provided an overview of competency-based education and highlighted both local and national exemplars in implementation strategies.

Competency-Based Education 101

Robust competency-based education models may incorporate a wide variety of strategies, including those detailed above, with the ultimate goal that students progress as they demonstrate mastery, regardless of the time or situation in which the content or skills were learned. The leading working definition focuses on five key elements:12

- Students advance upon demonstrated mastery.
- Competencies include explicit, measurable, transferable learning objectives that empower students.
- Assessment is meaningful and a positive learning experience for students.
- Students receive timely, differentiated support based on their individual learning needs.

Learning outcomes emphasize competencies that include application and creation of knowledge, along with the development of skills and dispositions.

Whether implemented within a classroom or across a system, these elements personalize learning by offering more flexible structures for students, focused primarily on outcomes rather than a defined path to those outcomes.

At the classroom level, competency-based education expands the landscape of instructional strategies and assessments to student-driven interests. If a student can select the content in which they learn competencies, then the instructional context shifts from being solely teacher-led to meaningful and individualized topics for students. While the end goal of mastering a skill or knowledge has not changed, the way in which a student works toward that goal has changed drastically, improving student engagement. The focus is on the student mastering the competency, not a prescriptive path to doing so. In measuring student learning, competency-based education similarly broadens opportunities from basic multiple-choice assessments to applications of learning, seamlessly capturing knowledge and skills. Through project-based learning, performance assessments, debates, or other activities, students integrate the content they have learned to achieve a goal, mirroring real world application and ensuring a deeper understanding of the competency. By creating a stronger link between the learning and assessment processes, competency-based education provides student more transparency in understanding their progress and paths toward improvement.

At full implementation, schools and districts leverage policies to remove barriers to student progression. By shifting away from seat-time requirements, a new progression structure is developed that allows students to move through courses and grades at their own pace. Grading and credits also evolve to be solely based on mastery. Systems must consider what additional opportunities should be provided to students completing coursework quickly, such as work-based learning or early pursuit of postsecondary classes. Ultimately, students in these districts may earn competency-based diplomas that represent the same level of rigor and learning as traditional degrees, but further emphasize the successful application of learning.
**Competency-Based Education in Action**

To illustrate successful strategies and to emphasize the wide range of strategies, a local Tennessee high school and schools across Vermont provided exemplars of competency-based education in practice to the task force.

STEM School Chattanooga, a platform school with TSIN, is a state leader in integrating STEM across curricula and leveraging innovative teaching strategies to empower students. All students and teachers participate in project-based learning, both in specific courses and across content areas. As students work through projects, they have clear rubrics of what their work should demonstrate to achieve mastery, but they also have the flexibility in their pathways to address the project driving questions. For example, when students are given driving questions like how to prevent viruses from spreading, they may interpret this to mean a cold or they may interpret it as something less obvious like computer malware. The grading model demands quality work rather than compliant work, requiring students meet minimum standards in order for work to be assessed. It also provides for iterative opportunities to demonstrate mastery, with grades not being finalized at the end of a unit, but rather at the completion of the year. For students, this transparency offers a clear understanding of achievement without overly dictating the path to getting there. Educators at STEM School encourage students to own their learning, comfortably shifting into facilitator roles as students delve into content and skills and begin to demonstrate their understandings. The result of this student agency and flexible educator support is a school environment in which students exude confidence in their learning, engage with material in innovative ways, and demonstrate learning through methods relevant to their interests.

As a national leader in competency-based education, Vermont removed the traditional credits system and adopted flexible and personalized pathways, requiring students to progress and graduate based on mastery of skills and knowledge. At the state level, Vermont set the competencies expected for graduation and performance indicators to map out the trajectory. To measure student learning along their tailored paths, the state published guidelines for task models and scoring criteria, emphasizing transferable skills that link the classroom to real world application. With these expectations and supports, Vermont districts and schools possess the autonomy for determining the best models for their students.

A group of task force members traveled to Vermont to observe schools with different competency-based education models in place. Schools opted to launch models in alignment with their own

---

13 More information on STEM School Chattanooga is available on the school's website [here](#).
resources and priorities, with some beginning with school-within-school strategies and others immediately flipping to full-scale implementation. The group noted that while one school maintained a similar environment to a traditional school setting with the notable difference of the progression, another school felt like a completely different context as students took full ownership of their learning paths and educators served as facilitators. Some schools continued to use traditional resources and instructional materials while others integrated significant amounts of digital content. Regardless of the practice, the group’s reflections on the impact on student learning highlighted the significant dynamic shift for students in competency-based education. Students were empowered to be involved in their learning, having a substantial say in developing their personalized learning paths. They were encouraged to follow their own interests, with the standards being tied to that path rather than setting in stone the single path students must take. To support these models, the group identified the importance of school and district leadership being invested and comfortable with these new dynamics in the classroom, and allowing the flexibility and time required for educators and students to master them. While Vermont is years into implementation, the models at each school continue to evolve to meet individual student needs through flexibility and student ownership of learning.

### Pilot Initiative: Competency-Based Education

**Overview**

In order to fully take advantage of changes in progression, the state recognizes that competency-based education systems must be built on a strong foundation of classroom instruction. These classroom- and school-level proof points may then be used to inform local and state policy decisions, in addition to expanding the strategies and experiences used to drive new implementations. To develop this body of evidence and experience, Tennessee is launching a pilot of competency-based education school sites across the state to embed high-quality classroom strategies and surface specific policy needs to fully leverage the opportunities of these models.

Beginning in the spring of 2017, the pilot will invite school teams of educators and leaders to participate in an intensive summer training on competency-based education and then provide ongoing support throughout the school year as educators convert existing teaching units into competency-based instruction and assessments. School teams may consist of educators within the same or across content areas based on the school strategy, providing different views of implementation. The professional development series will provide an overview of competency-based education and exposure to existing strategy options, and then pivot to a workshop for educators to begin to redesign an initial unit into the new model. Educators will be supported by divisions from the department and external facilitators with expertise in instructional strategies and quality performance assessments. By the start of the 2017-18 school year, participating school teams will be prepared to implement their first competency-based units, refining their practice and further developing additional units throughout the school year with the support of regular check-ins, onsite observations, and peer-to-peer feedback.
The state has three primary goals for this pilot:

1. Develop educator and school leader knowledge and skills to implement competency-based education in the classroom
2. Develop state knowledge and capacity to provide the supports necessary for strong implementation, including professional development, technology, systems, and policies
3. Establish Tennessee proof points and lessons learned to drive state and local initiatives and policies

Ultimately, by surfacing successful practices from pilot participants, the state aims to expand the reach and benefits of competency-based education models in Tennessee.

**Scope of the Pilot**
In the first year of the pilot, roughly 15 school teams will be selected (each consisting of two to four educators) for an estimated total of 50 participants. With an initial focus on high school tested subjects, an estimated 5,000 students will participate in competency-based education units in the 2017-18 school year. The summer training will focus on developing a single unit for implementation in the fall, and through ongoing support during the fall, educators will complete additional units to put into place during the spring semester. Heading into the second year of the pilot, this initial cohort will implement multiple competency-based units in each of their classes.

**Scaling**
To learn the process of expanding these practices, the pilot will scale within the existing school sites (and potentially across schools) in the second year of the pilot. A second cohort of educators will be selected to participate in the same summer training series offered the prior year, and the educators from the first cohort will collaborate with new teachers in the workshop to redesign units. The scaling may occur vertically to include additional grades or horizontally to encompass additional content areas in alignment with the school strategies. The second cohort will follow the same pattern for unit development as the first cohort, resulting in substantial school teams implementing competency-based units and assessments throughout the second year.

**Sustainability**
The state aims to address sustainability by building local capacity to provide ongoing training and by creating robust resources for educators to pursue competency-based education models. Pulling from the two cohorts of pilot participants, the state will provide a mini-training at the end of the second year to a select group of educators, focused on developing coaching skills in competency-based unit design. These coaches would be charged with providing training to additional teachers at their school sites and locally and may be leveraged more broadly by other interested districts. Additionally, the state will use the lessons learned from the experience of the pilot group to design training materials, potentially to include micro-credentials, which would empower educators and leaders elsewhere to build their own skills and capacity. These training resources and the units prepared by the pilot educators will be made available to all educators in the state to implement, building on the experiences of their peers.
Challenges
The major implementation challenge is the diversity of strategies schools and districts may opt to employ in pursuing competency-based education. By designing the pilot to be driven from the classroom and local level, the state expects to surface common areas of need across the pilot sites. The state will look to provide robust supports to meet these needs as more schools and districts participate in these initiatives.

Feedback & Key Points
- The opportunities of competency-based education inherently personalize the learning path for students, empowering them in their daily classroom learning and their progression through the K–12 system.
- Developing high-quality performance assessments aligned to competencies will be a major challenge. Students, educators, leaders, and other stakeholders will need clear professional development and communication about this dynamic shift.
- Successfully implementing competency-based education will require flexibility, time, and the leadership support to fail and to improve over time.

Connecting the Work & Recommendations for Tennessee
The Personalized Learning Task Force’s exploration and feedback on the existing landscape and opportunities to personalize learning through innovative initiatives provided valuable direction to inform Tennessee’s strategy. The Tennessee Succeeds strategic plan, complemented and captured through the Every Student Succeeds Act state plan, and the release of updated standards and assessments provides unique timing for educators, schools, districts, and the state to rethink how education becomes a student-driven endeavor. Essential to a successful personalized learning model is the understanding that strategies, including the four key areas described above, complement one another and enhance the learning experience for students. By leveraging a cohesive plan of multiple strategies, students’ likelihood of success increases as educators better grasp student interests and have access to more resources to link those interests to classroom.

In alignment with the goal of empowering districts, the state recognizes that successful personalized learning models will only take root when the initiative is led by local educators and leaders. The successes highlighted during the task force sessions and the proposed pilots have a central focus in common—educators, schools, and districts must possess the tools and supports needed for strong
implementation. Through the pilot initiatives, the state hopes to learn alongside districts and to provide them with the supports necessary to be innovative and strategic in exploring personalized learning. Tennessee will build on the experiences and strategies of local efforts to encourage districts to initiate and to expand personalized learning with the ultimate goal of improving outcomes for Tennessee students.

The following recommendations encourage Tennessee to pursue personalized learning:

1. The department should set descriptors of personalized learning rather than a finite definition to allow districts flexibility. Incorporating elements of the definition included in this report, successful personalized learning models would:
   - focus on learner-driven and student-centered practices;
   - use multiple and innovative instructional strategies and measures of learning;
   - incorporate collaboration (students to teachers and peer-to-peer);
   - offer flexibility in pace and place; and
   - leverage technology to improve the efficiency of the learning cycle.

2. The department should pursue a blended learning pilot or pilots to surface the needs of educators in integrating blended-learning tools into the classroom and to provide additional supports to tailor student learning experiences.

3. The department should explore the development of predictive analytic technology in education, creating systems and tools to demonstrate the feasibility and scalability of innovative solutions.

4. The state should develop and launch a micro-credentials system to a pilot set of participants to develop insights into the value of a new model of professional learning and potential impact for broader professional development redesign efforts and licensure requirements.

5. The department should facilitate the development of competency-based education pilot sites to explore the development process, support needs, and policy implications at the local and state levels.
Concluding Thoughts

Commissioner McQueen, Deputy Commissioner Airhart, and participating staff from the department are grateful to the members of the Personalized Learning Task Force and the numerous presenters for offering their time and expertise to help shape the direction of personalized learning in Tennessee. As the state seeks to continuously improve its supports to educators and leaders, the feedback of stakeholders continues to provide invaluable insights into how strategies unfold at the local level. Capturing many of those insights, this report and the broader lessons surfaced through the task force will influence the state’s path forward which will continue to prioritize the empowerment of districts to inform and to own these key efforts in personalized learning.
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<td>Keilani Goggins has many years of experience working closely with multiple stakeholders to launch and actively manage large-scale projects. As director of youth at the YWCA of Nashville and Middle Tennessee, she spearheaded the launch of Girls Incorporated in the Middle Tennessee area. She was also assistant director at Vanderbilt University’s Center for Student Professional Development, where she coached closely with student teachers. As current director of the Tennessee State Teacher Program with Hope Street Group, Keilani collaborates with 26 teacher leaders across the state to engage their peers and gather input on various education topics. The program, in its second year, launched its first data collection in Fall 2015 surrounding the topics of professional learning and teacher leadership and Response to Instruction and Intervention in Spring 2016. Born and raised in Tennessee, Keilani is a product of Tennessee's public schools. She is committed to empowering teachers, building partnerships, and strengthening public education in the state. Keilani is a graduate of the University of Tennessee, Knoxville, and received her graduate degree from Tennessee State University.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wes Hall</strong></td>
<td><strong>Director, Tennessee STEM Innovation Network</strong></td>
<td>Wes Hall serves as the director of the Tennessee STEM Innovation Network (TSIN), overseeing operations for Battelle Memorial Institute and working to connect stakeholders across the Volunteer State. TSIN is committed to promoting and expanding the teaching and learning of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics in public schools across the state. Prior to joining Battelle, he managed the Tennessee Higher Education Commission’s STEM Race to the Top initiatives, focusing on replication of the UTeach teacher preparation model and the administration of STEM professional development grants delivered by the state’s higher education faculty to in-service K-12 teachers. Wes previously worked in Knox County government and earned his Bachelor's degree and Master's in Public Administration from the University of</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Tennessee, Knoxville. Wes currently serves on the state's STEM Leadership Council, the advisory board for Tennessee Scholars, and the University of Tennessee's Young Alumni Council.

Rachael Milligan  
*Managing Director, Ayers Institute*  
Rachael Milligan joined the Ayers Institute for Teacher Learning and Innovation in 2013 and became managing director in 2015. Her responsibilities at the Ayers Institute range from coaching teachers and school leadership teams, to organizing training events that bring K-12 and higher education faculty together, to collaborating with educator teams to create online resources and courses for use in teacher and leader preparatory and professional learning programs. Prior to joining the Ayers Institute, Rachael served as an assistant principal in Williamson County. She taught history, geography, and government courses at the middle and high school levels for nine years. Rachael has been director of 21st Century Community Learning Centers and a house parent at the Tennessee Children's Home. She has her administrative endorsement from Trevecca Nazarene University, her M.Ed. from Peabody College of Vanderbilt University, and her B.A. from Harding University. Rachael is currently pursuing her doctorate in Learning Organizations and Strategic Change as a candidate in Lipscomb University's Ed.D. program.

Kecia Ray  
*Executive Director, Center for Digital Education*  
Kecia Ray is the executive director of the Center for Digital Education and is on the graduate faculty of the Johns Hopkins University and Bethel University. She previously work at Metropolitan Nashville Public Schools, where she served as the district's first executive director of learning technology. She has conducted research in the area of technology integration across the United States, Canada, and South Africa and is the author of three books and several papers focused on designing instruction and distance technologies.

John Ross  
*Technical Advisor, Appalachia Regional Comprehensive Center*  
John Ross has spent much of the past 15 years helping educators understand how technology integration enhances school improvement efforts. Formerly the director of the Institute for the Advancement of Emerging Technologies in Education and the director of technology for the Appalachia Regional Comprehensive Center (ARCC), he works as an educational consultant. He spearheaded the launch of regional online professional development environment in 2004 and has since designed and delivered online professional development to many thousands of educators in multiple states. His best-selling book, *Online Professional Development: Design, Deliver, Succeed!* (Corwin) was selected as book-of-the-month for Learning Forward in 2011, and he continues to publish on related topics, including his chapter “Online Courses” in the third edition of the popular *Powerful Designs for Professional Learning*. The high school online astronomy course he developed for *Virtual Virginia* with his colleague Anita Deck was selected as one of the “Best of 2014 High School Courses” by iTunes U. He created and taught an online graduate class based on the textbook he co-authored with Dr. Katherine Cennamo from Virginia Tech and Dr. Peg Ertmer from Purdue, *Technology Integration for Meaningful Classroom Use: A Standards-Based Approach* (Cengage), which addresses the National Educational Technology
Standards for Teachers by ISTE. Over the past three years, he has served as evaluator for numerous projects, such as the Virginia Department of Education's e-Learning Backpack Initiative and Kids’ Tech University at Virginia Tech. Dr. Ross holds a Ph.D. in curriculum and instruction and instructional technology from Virginia Tech, and was a classroom teacher for 10 years.

Kathleen Airhart
Deputy Commissioner, Chief Operating Officer, Tennessee Department of Education

Dr. Kathleen Airhart was appointed as deputy commissioner for the Tennessee Department of Education in January 2012. Previously she has served in roles for the Putnam County School System including teacher, special education supervisor, and director of schools. She holds a Doctorate from Tennessee State University in curriculum and instruction and a Bachelors, Masters, and Ed.D. from Tennessee Tech University. She was named Superintendent of the Year by the Tennessee Organization of School Superintendents for 2011-12. During the course of her career, Dr. Airhart has actively engaged and led education reform efforts to improve PK-12 educational results for all children in Tennessee.